
Lemmings: The Puzzle Adventure

Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure is a modern-day revival of the classic video game from the 90s

developed by Psygnosis. This mobile app adaptation by Sad Puppy Limited stays true to the core

concept of the original but presents an updated gameplay style and a fresh perspective that

appeals to new players as well.

The game revolves around guiding small creatures, known as lemmings, through a series of

challenging levels. These levels are filled with traps, cliffs, pits, and other obstacles to navigate.

The goal is to safely guide the lemmings to the exit by strategically utilizing their abilities and

manipulating the environment. Players can assign different roles to the lemmings such as dig,

build, or stop to guide and protect them.

The app showcases charming artwork that's colorful and engaging. The design of the lemmings is

endearing and each character has a unique appearance, helping the game stand apart from other

puzzle games. The levels are well-designed and offer a blend of light and heavy challenges that

allow players to test their skills and strategic thinking.

The controls in Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure are intuitive and easy to grasp, making for a

pleasant gaming experience. With simple taps and swipe gestures, players can guide the

lemmings through the levels. The lemmings' abilities are easily accessible and the game provides

clear instructions on how they can be used, which is particularly helpful for newcomers.

One of the most appealing aspects of Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure is the reward system. By

completing levels, players can earn coins and energy which they can use to acquire new abilities or

enhance existing ones. There are also daily and weekly challenges that provide additional rewards

and give players the chance to test and improve their skills.

Another intriguing aspect of Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure is the integration of social

elements. Players can share their progress on social media or connect with their friends to tackle

challenges together or ask for help. This aspect of the game fosters community and enhances

replayability. Despite its strengths, Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure also has some weaknesses.

A key issue is that the game employs an energy system which forces players to wait or spend real

money to continue playing when their energy runs out. This can lead to frustration and impede the

game's pace.

Another problem is that the game presents intrusive advertisements at certain times. While some

of these ads provide players with bonuses or rewards, others can be disruptive and impair the

gaming experience. An option to remove these ads would be desirable.

In conclusion, Lemmings - The Puzzle Adventure is an entertaining and engaging app that has a lot

to offer casual gamers and fans of the original game alike. With its charming design, intuitive



controls, and rewarding system, it's a game that keeps players coming back for more.

**Pros:**

- Charming artwork and endearing character design.

- Intuitive controls and easy-to-learn gameplay.

- Rewarding system that encourages playing.

- Integration of social elements that foster community.

- Well-designed levels with a blend of light and heavy challenges.

**Cons:**

- The energy system can impede the game's pace and lead to frustration.

- Intrusive advertisements can impair the gaming experience.

**Key Features:**

- Variety of lemmings' abilities: dig, build, stop, and more.

- Rewarding system with coins and energy for level completion.

- Daily and weekly challenges.

- Social features for sharing progress and connecting with friends.

- Blend of light and heavy levels that require strategic thinking.


